

Abstract. The publication proceeds from the fact that the destruction of the world security system has become both a sign and a consequence of the recent crisis in the West. Of the total set of reasons, the attention of the authors is attracted by the loss of landmarks and meanings, the departure from the basic values, softening of norms and taboos. The consequence was a dangerous reduction of public trust, which, in fact, is based on democracy.

As you know, in these circumstances, the hopes of many Western intellectuals appealed to Ukraine: “Today, the Ukrainian Maidan represents Europe at its best ... Let us help Ukrainians build a new Ukraine — and then they will certainly help us build a new Europe and a more just world”.

So Maidan combined two historical processes: the improvement of Ukrainian society and traditional democracies. FUNDAMENTAL European values were sought by both Ukrainians and European intellectuals, but the process of renewal was slowed down: the results of five years do not suit either Ukrainians or Europeans. In Ukraine, the first vice president of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, director of the National Institute for Strategic Studies Volodymyr Horbulin, wrote in 2016, the main brake became the feudal-oligarchic system, the radical restructuring of which is the first precondition for victory.
over the aggressor and the restoration of territorial integrity and state sovereignty.

Similar conclusion was previously arrived by citizens who in 2012 founded an interdisciplinary group of independent researchers of the Joint Project. The group has put forward the concept of de-oligarchy and sustainable development, which proceeds from the fact that the country’s renewal is possible only with mass support of citizens. They should receive an attractive and true prospect of development of the country and the National Roadmap. The current reformers do not have a similar perspective, they did not receive mass support, which, in particular, showed Ukrainian politicians losing their “new face” in the presidential elections on March 31, 2019.

During 2012–17, the Joint Project modeled the Positive scenario, which provides and justifies this perspective. The System Technology Research Agency provided a review of the Document, which stated, in particular, that the Positive scenario could be recommended as a draft unification platform program.

The publication attracts attention to those Scenario fragments that reflect similar features of Ukrainian and Western European processes, and thus open up possible directions for cooperation between Ukrainian and foreign researchers.
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Група висунула концепт деолігархізації і сталого розвитку, який виходить з того, що оновлення країни можливе лише за масової підтримки громадян. Вони мають отримати привабливу і правдиву перспективу розвитку країни та Національну Дорожню карту. Подібної перспективи чинні реформатори не мають, масової підтримки не отримали, що, зокрема, засвідчило і програш українського політикуму “новому обличчю” на виборах президента 31 березня 2019 р.

Протягом 2012–2017 рр. “Спільний Проект” змоделював концепт Позитивний сценарій, який передбачає і обґрунтовує таку перспективу. Агенція досліджень системних технологій надала рецензію на Документ, де зазначила, зокрема, що Позитивний сценарій може бути рекомендований як проект програми об’єднаної платформи.

Публікація привертає увагу до тих фрагментів сценарію, які відображають схожі риси українських і західноєвропейських процесів, отже, відкривають можливі напрямі співпраці українських та іноземних дослідників.

тия, который исходит из того, что обновление страны возможно только при массовой поддержке граждан. Они должны получить привлекательную и правдивую перспективу развития страны и Национальную Дорожную карту. Подобной перспективы действующие реформаторы не имеют, массовой поддержки не получили, что, в частности, показал и проигрыш украинского политикума “новому лицу” на выборах президента 31 марта 2019 г.

В течение 2012–2017 гг. “Спільний Проект” смоделировал концепт Позитивный сценарий, который предсказывает и обосновывает такую перспективу. Агентство исследований системных технологий предоставило рецензию на документ, где отметило, в частности, что Позитивный сценарий может быть рекомендован как проект программы объединительной платформы.

Публикация привлекает внимание к тем фрагментам сценария, которые отражают сходные черты украинских и западноевропейских процессов, следовательно, открывают возможные направления сотрудничества украинских и иностранных исследователей.
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Formulation of the problem. In 2010, the owner of the portal Netzpolitik.org Markus Bekedal said that leading German politicians overslept the Internet, where is the birth of the fifth power, and now politicians must learn to communicate with civil society [1]. The author’s concept comes from both aspects of the diagnosis: social networks have opened a new era of civilization [2], and the political elite does not have time to react to the parabolic acceleration of social development [3].

The collapse of the world security space logically follows from the internal crisis of a mighty West. The loss of landmarks and meanings, the departure from basic values and the easing of norms and taboos has led to a decrease in confidence in western countries. Lowering confidence is destroying democratic societies. In particular, US President Barack Obama of the rostrum of the General Assembly of the United Nations in 2016 acknowledged: “... the world is by many standards less violent and more prosperous than ever before, nevertheless, our societies are full of uncertainty, anxiety and discord. Despite the tremendous progress, people are losing confidence in the institutions ...” [4].

One of the hallmarks of this process was mass protests, the first wave of which took place in 2011: in the spring and summer in Europe under the motto REAL DEMOCRATIE YA, and in autumn and winter in the US under the slogan Occupy Wall Street. President of the International Sociological Association, Immanuel Valerstane, noted that this was the most important political event in the United States since 1968 ... [5].

From the fall of 2018, “yellow waistcoats” do not stop, which actually ex-
tended the wave of 2011. They have already forced the French president to accept part of their demands, then to hold an unprecedented national debate to "hear the French". But that was not enough to stop the protests, and further events remain unpredictable.

The Ukrainian school of archetype explains this process from the standpoint of the universal social cycle: "The society of transitional state (revolution and coevolution) is undergoing institutional changes, during which social structures and social norms are eroded, social relations weaken and even rupture during inversion, the hierarchy of factors is violated, which constitute mechanisms for the reproduction of social structures" [6, 12].

The expectations of eight dozen Western intellectuals appealed to Ukraine: "Today, the Ukrainian Maidan represents Europe at its best — in a way that many thinkers of the past and present have defined fundamental European values ..." [7].

On Maidan, two historical processes have been united: the improvement of Ukrainian and pan-European societies. Both the Ukrainians and the European intellectuals sought the fundamental values of Europe.

The author concept took into account the change in the European disposition that Bernard-Henri Levy formulated as follows: "This Europe seems to have petrified during the Maidan, it is Europe that does not dare to raise its voice on Putin — it is a frightened Europe, afraid. This is Europe, which no longer believes in itself — of course, such a disappointing Europe. So there is the idea of Europe, which now carries Ukraine ..." [8].

The general contours of a successful Ukraine and the Roadmap were presented by the Joint Project at the 2nd Congress of the Sociological Association of Ukraine [9]. The said author concept confirmed and filled the real life of the Maidan, which began one month after Congress. The Swiss economist, a former member of the Club of Rome, futurist Bogdan Havrylyshyn emphasized: "There was no competition on the Maidan, but all the necessary services were created: not by order of the government, but through a sense of duty to their fellow citizens and the country... This motivation is fantastic. Thus, our people have already begun to act in accordance with this new paradigm for which the world must live. We do not have to overcome the whole world — whether it’s Europe or the United States ... There is very little need for a Ukrainian economic miracle to begin. I think that the beginning may be two years, but total transformations are needed" [10].

Unfortunately, the hoped total transformations were blocked by the feudal-oligarchic system. The first vice president of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Volodymyr Horbulin, in 2016 stressed: “A radical restructuring of this system is the first precondition for the victory over the aggressor and the restoration of territorial integrity and state sovereignty” [11].

It is possible to conduct a de-oligarchy only at a certain level of mutual trust in society, with the mass support of citizens. They should receive an attractive development prospect, because without vision of the future there can be no unity or inspiration. In theory,
such a perspective should be provided by the State Strategy, but it still does not exist in Ukraine.

**Analysis of recent research and publications.** The reaction to the lack of a state strategy was the activity of public “strategists”. They simulated their vision of the future as “project objectives” — for the subsequent creation of the State Strategy. Have put forward a lot of original ideas, worked out many interesting concepts. But none is consistent with the Ukrainian archetype, the historical mission and the aspirations of the nation [12].

The number of visions is increasing, and determination of the best of them has not yet been possible. In response to such uncertainty at the V TMS 2014 seminar, the third group of dynamic networks recommended the STRATEGY OF OUTPUT OF UKRAINE FROM SYSTEM CRISIS [13], which consists of 12 abstracts. № 1: The Strategy should begin with the definition of a socially acceptable Goal of Ukraine’s development in the foreseeable future. Ten abstracts are provided by the backbone of the first edition of the Positive scenario of the Joint Project.

The Next, 2015 year, the Decree of the President of Ukraine approved the Strategy for Sustainable Development “Ukraine – 2020”. Unfortunately, the document does not match the title: in essence, this package is not structured according to the priorities of intentions and wishes. In particular, the movement was foreseen in four vectors and at the same time implemented 62 reforms and programs. The purpose of the Strategy was to declare within 5 years “the introduction of European standards of life in Ukraine and Ukraine’s emergence of leading positions in the world” [14]. The unreliability of those intentions was evidenced by the practice.

The Foundation for Future (fff) research community has adopted the contractual principle as a methodological basis. The draft Social Contract created by its leading participation contains many interesting ideas and useful innovations. But the subject of the implementation of the Treaty in the documents remains open, as in other “visionaries” [15].

Under the scientific guidance of the academician of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine M. Zgurovsky, a large “Foresight of the economy of Ukraine” was created in 2015. The document contains in-depth analysis, many useful predictions and recommendations. By the horizon of 2030, the probability of future scenarios Forsyth determined pessimistic: “Alien subjectivity” — about 30 %, Gray Zone — 15–18 %, Disintegration — about 5 %, balanced development (positive option) — 2 %. At the same time, Forsyth leaves hope for the implementation of the least likely scenario of “balanced development”: thanks to the people of Ukraine, whose actions can not be foreseen [16, 136].

The authors acknowledged the limited technological foresight, which implies the need to resort to futuristic methods. The same need, already in 2018, was recognized by Volodymyr Horbulin, the first vice president of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, director of the National Institute for Strategic Studies, who called for “to give at least some understandable and futuristically acceptable benchmark” [17].
Particular attention is drawn to the developments of the Ukrainian school of archetype. Many of its axioms, observations and conclusions coincide with some of the nodes of the author’s Vision. Both directions, at least in part, are based on metaphysical concepts, both emphasizing the new, subjective role of the person, both came to the optimistic prediction of the Future of Ukraine.

At the same time, the Positive scenario was originally created as a research project (based on Imre Lakatos’ theory). Therefore, the prediction of the Joint Project has become only a basis for further development of the methods of current targeted influence on the future. The author’s vision of the Ukrainian dream [18] has become only one of the important nodes in the process of finding a common goal, a roadmap and a social subject.

The purpose of the article is to outline the possibilities of disseminating the values of the future and practical experience of Maidan (“maidan” archetype) to create a consolidated system of security and sustainable development: both in Ukraine and in European countries. An important condition for success is the dismantling of the oligarchic System, which threatens the very existence of sovereign Ukraine.

Presentation of the main research material. From the beginning of 2015, public administration in Ukraine is aimed at rebuilding the System. New institutions have been created, leading public authorities have recruited recognized foreign professionals, donors and lenders have funded civic activists and media support. There are certain results: essentially “cleared” NJSC “Naftogaz of Ukraine”, reformed administrative service and banking sector, patrol police, public procurement system ...

However, most of the innovations turned out to be a traditional imitation. Cleansing, lustration and contests for the post were held by trusted people who have been linked by common interests and mutual obligations in the past. The renovation of structures is so slow that it gives the System time to “crush” new, out-of-system people: to buy, to intimidate, to squirm on.

“We were used” — recognized representatives of a number of public organizations under the control of “Avtoomaydanu”, which began to control the certification of police officers. Following, a similar statement was promulgated by the Public Council of Integrity, which did not manage to clear the judicial corporation.

The falsity of such a course has shown the greatest decrease in the trust of Ukrainians in power (up to 9 \% [19]), and the notable defeat of the Ukrainian politics in the presidential election of March 31, 2019. More than 30 percent of the votes that received a “new face” were apparently not voices FOR an unknown neophyte candidate, but a protest AGAINST living standards, the failure of the anti-corruption campaign and disregard for society by the authorities after the Revolution of Dignity.

The conclusion about the mistakenness of the current policy has been already come and by some of its supporters and participants. Quite authoritative experts have explicitly stated: “... some international agencies and donor governments, including their em-
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bassies in Kyiv, have a fairly superficial idea of corruption in Ukraine" [20]. The authors hope that the West will change its policy on Ukraine to “correct”, but underestimate the internal contradictions of their hopes. For, in the same cited article, it is fairly stated that state institutions do not represent the interests of citizens who, in their turn, do not trust them.

So in 2019, the reformers finally came up to the problem, which was promulgated by five years ago a very competent person — Andriy Yermolayev. He left the position of the head of the National Institute for Strategic Studies on the eve of the day and publicly stated: state institutions in Ukraine were privatized [21]. That is, the reformers have an object, but there is no subject of reform.

For independent researchers, the problem was evident a long time ago, and in the year 2012, a Joint Project was created to find a solution to it. The Group has developed a Positive scenario, which received a favorable review by the Agency for the Study of System Technologies [22].

Positive scenario as a model of public sociology. The appeal of civil activists to the problems of social philosophy and futurology became a public reaction to the limited dominant form of sociological thinking, as sociologist Y. Yakovenko determined [23]. Public same researchers do not depend on the state and the market, free in the choice of subject and methods. In particular, they do not feel the pressure of scientific authorities, not connected with conservative forms and conventions, have the opportunity and need a public format. This allows to overcome the specific constraints of both “professional” and “applied” sociology.

The subject of the study was also very specific to the “visionaries”: the Strategic Goal of Ukraine and the Roadmap to it. In order to “catch up”, the Joint Project had to be guided by the principle of minimum sufficiency, which became the basis of the ad hoc methodology (in this case). At first, they discovered a minimum of key rappers of the historical process, and put everything behind the brackets: to keep from the rupture the boundary line, outlining the essence and ensuring the integrity of the concept. In fact, this method is a condensed version of the principle of a minimal universe.

The condition for the completion of the concept needed the logical search chain to the strategic Ukrainian Goal, and (returning) to a concrete answer to the practical question: what to do today?

However, in order to see the Vision, it was necessary to understand the essence of the Goal, and it could not be formulated outside the vision of the historical horizon. On the other hand, the Goal will be achievable if it relies not only on predictions but on a basis that already exists or needs to be developed. To understand the integrity of the Vision, it is necessary to find out the meaning of its constituent parts, but parts, separately in their understanding and purpose, become open only on condition of clarity gestalt features of the Vision [24].

Thus the circle is closed: the implementation of the Vision requires the subject — the subject needs the Program — the program should be based on the Visuals Platform.
Social subject of modernization. The bearers of the latest “Maidan” archetype can be estimated from 3 to 10 percent of Ukrainians. The lower limit is the share of volunteers [25], and the higher is the proportion of participants in the Maidan. Keeping the eastern outpost and inspiring the hopes of tired Europe, they should take care of the following problem: the rise of socio-economic and technological development of the country.

Most sociologists and political scientists attribute hopes for modernization with the middle class. It has long been considered the basis of Western democracy, in particular, because the aspiration of personal liberty among its representatives prevailed for the desire of wealth and power. However, over time, there are more and more questions that cast doubt on the role of the “hegemon of democracy”.

The Ukrainian Center for Economic and Political Studies named after O. Razumkov identified the following socio-class groups: the upper class — 1 %; middle class — 14 %; middle class periphery — 35 %; lower class — 31 %. Percentage shows that the revealed middle class has an unusual position of the highest class for the tradition, since 1 % is obviously made up of representatives of large capital. And the middle position (the next 35 %) is occupied by the population attributed to the PERIPHERY of the class: according to the Center’s methodology, their material wealth, the quality of education and culture, and the real status in society do not reach the indicators of “conditional” middle class.

Our middle class is NOT the bearer and defender of democracy, but it should be. He plays the role of a social stabilizer, that is, the Conservative System, but has no signs of freedom. The authors recall that in this case it is possible to agree with some researchers who believe that the middle class has not always played a progressive role in society” [26].

Meanwhile, as the Joint Project suggests, Maidan and the war have launched a new social stratum in Ukraine — responsible. Traditionally, the emerging freedom-loving community, the authors of the concept define the term class. Its specificity is, in particular, that the basis is made up of purely Ukrainian social communities: maidanivtsi and volunteers. Their interests coincide with the vector of perspective development of society, which offers a Positive scenario.

Some psychologists are paying attention to the important feature of this class: after the front, volunteers are trying to return to the life they fought in the war: the same corruption, theft, social injustice, etc. With this new/old life, most veterans will never agree.

The script takes into account that the freedom-loving class is at the stage of formation and self-awareness. Right now, intellectuals can play the “engineering” function of its formation — in accordance with the transition from the state of “class in itself” to the state of “class for itself”. UCEPS researchers hope for such a transformation of another (middle) class.

It should be recalled that Professor Michael Burava noted: public sociology involves participation in the creation and transformation of public structures [27]. This is exactly what the Joint Project did when it discovered
and disseminated information about the specific interests and values of the responsible class, the differences or coincidences with the interests of other communities.

**Unified platform for the subject.**
The vision of the future and the Roadmap should become the subject of the modernization program. The most significant aspects of the Scenario are focusing on the concept of a Single Vision (common vision) of the future of Ukraine and the methodology for creating the Strategy and Program for the Implementation of Reform [28]. As a startup package for the country’s renewal, in 2017, the script proposed to put forward a unifying memo “personal mandate”. This is a legal innovation, which is intended to convey the actual control of elected persons directly to the hands of citizens. A vote cast for a candidate or a party, each voter must be able to withdraw before the end of the current term. If the chooser does not fulfill the conditions for political lending (for example, he votes against promises), he violates the conditions for the use of the loan. Thus, the lender-voter has grounds to stop lending at a time when he has verified the violation of the agreement.

The concept of the Personal Mandate implies the introduction of an electronic voting, similar to that already in place in some countries. In this case, “termination of lending” can take place in the same convenient way as voting: dial the corresponding personal code on your phone or computer — and press the enter key. When the number of withdrawn votes reaches a critical mark (for example, 15 or 20 %), the mandate is automatically canceled — without interference from any intermediate instance [29].

The unified idea proceeds from the fact that the Verkhovna Rada is unlikely to adopt the Law on the introduction of a personal mandate without prolonged extra-system pressure. Such a pressure could trigger a “Personal Mandate” civil campaign, which would gradually consolidate a significant part of civil society, and hence its structures. Such a campaign does not require significant expenses for functionaries and agitation: each public structure has the ability to initiate the creation of local cells by the forces of its activists.

Collaboration on the implementation of the Mandate can be a joint project of all the social and ethnic structures of the nation. In order to avoid starting competition for the ideological flag of consolidation, the Joint Project has done the following with the slogan “make and go”: announced the refusal of hypothetical participation in the organizational stage of creating a unifying platform [30].

The attractiveness of the Personal Mandate, as a possible unifying goal, is confirmed both in the expert and in the political environment. Mikhail Saakashvili became the first well-known politician who publicly acknowledged and personally substantiated the social need for a Personal Mandate. In a video address in the summer of 2018, he formulated the essence of innovation in his words: voters do not need to believe in politicians — they must be controlled under the threat of immediate recall [31]. The video with this speech received 147,000 views and 3,177 broadcasts.
At a later stage of consolidation, the availability and transparency of the initiative can be ensured by the use of an LiquidFeedback type IT platform (current feedback). The appropriateness of such a platform is evidenced by the experience of its use by some European parties in Germany, Spain, Sweden.

**Conclusions and perspectives of further research.** The role of the Ukrainian archetype as a source of European security stems from the leading spiritual position of Ukraine in European processes. The essence of the new phenomenon, the French philosopher Bernard-Henri Levy, fixed the metaphor: “... there is an idea of Europe, which now carries Ukraine”.

It is impossible to restore the system of international security without overcoming the internal crisis of Western civilization. Significant obstacles to the path to sustainable development were oligarchic consequences, which destroyed the foundations of democracy — public trust. Ukraine suffers the most from this trouble, where, according to Volodymyr Horbulin, the first vice president of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, the problem has already become existential.

The anticorruption campaign of financial and diplomatic pressure on the power of donors and allies, the direct participation of their representatives in the internal processes of a positive change did not bring.

A different view of solving the problem is provided by a multidisciplinary team of independent researchers in the Joint Project. The author hypothesis is based on the well-known properties of systems: they have mechanisms for protection and self-reproduction in the event of damage. In particular, the oligarchic system available in Ukraine has absorbed key elements of the state apparatus and local self-government bodies. Therefore, they can not operate at the expense of the System, and automatically issue simulations.

To replace the current system and simultaneously create another system requires a powerful outsystem entity — a mass non-partisan platform. Taking into account the presence of the “maidan” archetype of Ukrainians, a responsible class can become a healing subject, which is now undergoing a stage of self-awareness. Consolidation of civil society can take place on the unifying Platform — according to Ortega-i-Hassetti’s idea of a joint project of the future that can only unite a modern nation.

The Visiting Project of such a Platform may become the concept of the Positive scenario of the Joint Project. According to the Independent System Research Institute, the scenario proposed constructive steps towards convergence of civic movements and communities in order to consolidate them in confronting the oligarchic System and accelerating the implementation of reforms.

Publication can be viewed as one of the new approaches to safe and sustainable development in a civilizational shift. The author hypothesis suggests that in the medium term (by 2030) European countries can build, together with Ukraine, a new security system. To do this, you should master the latest insights on the current state of human development and technology of work with the Future, make significant adjustments to public administration.
The co-operation of some Ukrainian and Western European problems provides grounds for international consolidation to overcome the crisis. From the Ukrainian side Joint Proposal may be put forward for joint consideration. For example, the idea of embroidered democracy as a new political idea, which, according to sociologist Etienne Balibara [32], is currently lacking in Europe.

The start-up package of mass movement in Ukraine proposes the consolidation of civil society around the implementation of the Personal Mandate. The concept of this legal innovation was supported by many Ukrainian intellectuals, the first of which was the famous law-constitutionalist professor Victor Musiyaka. Recently, the innovation was interested also by the professor at the University of Paris V — Sorbonne, founder of Michel Muffesol’s Center for the Study of the Contemporary Today.

At the very least, the author’s concept was taken into account as an appeal of Western intellectuals to help Ukrainians now, and their hopes for helping Ukrainians “build a new Europe and a more just world”.
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